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I have reviewed Absolute Linux here already twice before. AL 13.1 fared better in my testing than the initial 14.0
release, but it's been some time and things may have changed a bit. Absolute has always been an interesting Slackware
modification for me, time to give it another chance. This time I am installing Absolute from the current tree, because a)
the previous version is so old by now and the underlying Slackware current has undergone a major recompilation in
the mass rebuild of 19th April 2018. There is no ISO available to install Absolute current from so I downloaded the file
tree to another partition and pointed the Slackware installer ISO copied earlier to a USB thumb drive to it. Actually, a
snapshot ISO is now available.
This worked really well as Absolute Linux is basically Slackware with IceWM as window manager plus a few custom
tools and a particular choice of applications - see the package list. Once the installer had found the Slackware64
directory it all went ahead as planned and a few minutes later I was finishing the install by supplying a password,
setting up the root account etc. The only difference here is that Absolute is using a grey theme, but of course here we
were using the original Slackware installer. Partitions were created with cfdisk prior the setup routine and of course
only the package sets in the Absolute tree were available. This means only IceWM was available and no KDE series or
other desktops/window managers. The entire download was 1960 MB. The distribution is now only available for the

64bit architecture.
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